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THE SECOND PAPER
Due Friday, November , at  p.m. on Sakai
Write a short paper making an argument about a question that links at least two theoretical readings we have read since September . Use Dubliners or Heart of Darkness for brief examples, but
concentrate your attention on the theories.
When formatted according to the guidelines below, your paper should be six to seven pages in
length. Less is not acceptable. The choice of topic is your own. Here are some possibilities:
. The position of the reader. Think about what two of our theorists imply about readers of
texts: what sorts of powers do they wield? What constrains them? What distinguishes
or disaggregates readers? Pay particular attention to aspects of reading that seem to you
omitted or glossed over, or that can be illuminated by a dialogue between theories.
. The vision of history. Our theorists all work with a large-scale narrative of history—its
driving forces, major characters, and decisive conflicts. Confront two versions of the narrative with one another, and think about the diﬀerence this makes for interpreting culture.
Use the evidence of the texts to explain the contrasting “master narratives.”
. Representation and its alternatives. One running theme of our readings might be called the
critique of representation: the argument that representations do not simply reproduce what
is already there but in fact act on the world. At the same time, theories of the social being
of literature always end up saying something about the representation of (social) reality in
literature. Consider this interplay between representation and its critique in two of our
theorists: are there implicit criteria for true representation? Do these depend on form, on
the position of the writer, or on something else?



  
As with literary texts like novels and poems, so with theoretical texts: to write about them eﬀectively, you must attend carefully to specific details in order to build an argument based on the way
the text works. Show explicitly how you arrive at your interpretations of the theorist’s argument
by quoting and analyzing the evidence of their text.
Theory imposes a further demand, however: the theorist’s own arguments matter. You have to
give a clear, concise account of what the theoretical text argues. At the same time, whereas in
general a scholarly argument about a literary text should not make explicit judgments about that
text’s value or quality, engaging with a theoretical argument does mean you will say what is valuable
and what is not in that argument. This does not mean that the only way to engage is to declare
that Theodor Adorno is wrong about everything, but it does mean that mere paraphrase is not
enough.
Literary theory has a tradition of diﬃcult writing. As a result, you may find yourself engaging
with a text whose full meaning is not completely clear to you. In that case, your task is to clarify exactly where the diﬃculty lies and then give the best interpretation. Obey the principle of
charity: interpret the theorist’s argument in such a way as to make it as convincing as possible,
especially if you are going to dispute the theorist’s claims.

The central requirement of this paper is careful analysis using the evidence of the language of the
text. We have been modeling this mode of analysis in class. Your claims should be supported by
extensive quotation. To support a claim, it is not enough simply to quote; once you quote, you
must analyze what you have quoted, paying close attention to the significance of individual words,
of syntactical and rhetorical patterns, of nuances and implications. Do not take for granted that
your reader will see the text the way you do: point out the details that can convince the reader of
what you say. And make no claims for which you lack evidence.
  
Your interpretation must be organized into an argument with a meaningful motive. In other
words, your paper must address a significant, interesting, non-obvious question, and it must propose a clearly articulated, non-simplistic answer to that question in the form of a thesis.
Motive is normally established at the start of an essay. Avoid writing a generalizing introduction.
In fact, avoid generalizing altogether. By bringing two theories together, you can find a motive in
the questions that juxtaposition raises. Think carefully about the triangle of relationships between
your argument and those of your chosen theorists: are you building on them, challenging on
them, reconciling an apparent contradiction, arguing for one over the other, using one to explain
the other, imagining a third alternative?
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It will help to ask yourself what alternative arguments someone might raise about your topic and
to anticipate objections to your claims. If there are no alternative arguments or no possible surprises, you haven’t found a motive, and you will have to revise your argument.
Repeating interpretations from class or dwelling on evidence already thoroughly discussed in class
also detracts from motive.

Writing about multiple texts in a short space requires careful choices about where your paper
spends its time. It is not necessary to devote equal space to all the texts in question. Think carefully
about the structural possibilities: you can start with one theory and spend most of your time on
the other; you can briefly mention one text, turn to another, and then return to the first; and so
on.
More generally, pay attention to the line of thought of your writing, the way one claim leads to
the next. “Transition sentences” are less important than your sense of the overall logic of your
argument: it may help to think of the essay as a story you have to tell, one with an arc from
beginning to end. One of the most compelling ways to tell such a story is by thinking carefully
about the order of presentation of evidence: indeed, you can “outline” a paper by first choosing the
five or six passages that are most essential to your thinking and then deciding what sequence they
should be presented in.
 
You may make mention of other texts and theories than the ones you have chosen to focus on—
indeed this is often a useful way to explain why your evidence is significant or where your motive
comes from.
For this assignment, you are not required to do additional research oﬀ the syllabus. Given the
short length of the paper, it would be a mistake to try to squeeze in many other sources. If you do
use other sources, use them appropriately and cite them carefully.

Plan to draft and revise. You may submit partial or full drafts to me for brief comments, as long
as you do so at least two days before the deadline. I will answer questions, time permitting, up
through the day before the deadline.

Use margins of .–. inches on all sides, a twelve-point serif font suitable for body text (e.g.:
Garamond, Hoefler Text, Palatino, Baskerville, or, less appealingly, Cambria, Times), and between one-and-a-half and double spacing. Number all pages. The paper should have your name


and the date on the first page. Title your paper.
Submit electronically via the Sakai “Assignments ” page for this paper. E-mail submissions are
not acceptable. Digital submissions should, if possible, be in Portable Document Format (PDF).
Native word-processor formats (.doc, .docx, .pages, .odt) are a second-best alternative. All word
processors are capable of producing PDF files, through either a “Save As . . . ” option, an “Export”
command, or a “Print to PDF” option in the print dialog. For more on producing PDF files, see
andrewgoldstone.com/pdf.
If you prefer to turn in hard copy, leave your paper in my mailbox in Murray Hall and send me an
e-mail before the deadline saying you are doing this.

You must proofread carefully.
Quotations should be carefully transcribed, punctuated, and attributed. For bibliographic conventions, you may use either MLA or Chicago style. For the latter, give a full citation in a note
the first time you quote a text, then use page numbers and an abbreviated title in parentheses.
If you use someone else’s work, including someone’s informal comments inside class or out, you
must cite that work. Using someone else’s work without specific citation is plagiarism.
Automatically generated citations are always immediately obvious as such. Pay attention to detail.
Nonetheless, honest attribution and proofreading are more important than following formatting
rules exactly.
Please follow the conventions of standard written American English. I am non-prescriptive about
things like the split infinitive, the sentence-final preposition, and “they” used as a gender-neutral
singular pronoun. The passive voice is an excellent grammatical resource and can be used freely,
provided it is used wisely.
The best resource on matters of usage is the Merriam-Webster Dictionary of English Usage, also
available in a wonderful paperback Concise Edition. For detailed information about current and
past word uses, the fundamental source is the Oxford English Dictionary.
For grammar, I consider The Cambridge Grammar of the English Language by Rodney Huddleston and Geoﬀrey Pullum to be the reference standard; it is condensed in their slightly less daunting Student’s Introduction to English Grammar.
 
I will grade late papers. If I receive your late paper less than  hours after the deadline, your
maximum grade is .. A paper that is more than  hours late can receive no higher than a ..
You may turn in a late paper any time until December .
Computer problems are not a valid excuse for lateness. Plan ahead. Back up frequently.
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The syllabus explains the general meaning of marks on the four-point scale. Note that there are
no “minus” grades. Here are some typical characteristics of papers in the various grade ranges:
.–.: The paper has a specific, interesting argument, supported convincingly by extensive analysis of evidence from two theoretical texts. The paper demonstrates a thorough engagement with
the complexities of the texts and the theoretical problems. The paper is clearly written and free
of mechanical problems.
.–.: The paper develops a convincing analysis of textual evidence, in support of an argument
that is too broad or less well-motivated. Two theorists are discussed but their relationship is not
fully developed. The paper is clearly written and has only minor mechanical problems.
.–.: The paper analyzes textual evidence, but its argument is not clear, or its organization
is weak. The theoretical questions have not been well-understood or articulated. The paper has
some problems with clarity or writing mechanics.
.–.: The paper is mostly generalization. It has no clear thesis or its thesis is not at all arguable.
The theoretical texts are significantly mischaracterized. There are extensive mechanical problems.
Below .: The paper is under the length requirement or otherwise unsatisfactory in major ways.
If you submit work that is not your own, you will not receive credit for the assignment, and you
will face disciplinary consequences. See the Rutgers academic integrity policy on the website
http://academicintegrity.rutgers.edu/.



